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Your Way

Limecore @GLOSHOUSE
Shut it down with glazed negative space outlined brights.

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Infinite Shine Primer
Infinite Shine Colors:
Get In Lime

Pearlcore
First Class Tix
Infinite Shine Gloss

ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil
Detail or line brush

THE STEPS

BEFORE YOU BEGIN: Prep those nails! Follow our OPI Infinite Shine prep basics. Apply one coat of Infinite Shine Primer. Allow to dry.

1
Apply a swoosh of Infinite Shine Get in Lime to across the base of the nail and down one side of the nail. Allow to dry 1-2 minutes.

2
Apply a coat of Infinite Shine Pearlcore to the nail. Allow to dry 1-2 minutes.

3
Use a detail brush and First Class Tix to outline the inside of the swoosh with thicker line, varying the thickness and thinness. Allow to dry.

THE FINISHING TOUCH

Apply a coat of Infinite Shine Gloss. Allow to dry. Apply ProSpa Nail & Cuticle Oil to each nail and massage in.